(57) Abstract: In one embodiment, a powered device (PD) (402) has a PHY module (410) and a media access controller (MAC) (419). The PD (402) adapts to connect to power sourcing equipment (PSE) via a cable, where the PD (402) communicates with and receives power from the PSE via the cable, in accordance with the Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) standard. The PD (402) extracts (413) a DC signal used to power the PD without using a transformer. Capacitors (420) located on the signal paths between the MAC (419) and the cable (408) support electrical isolation of the MAC (419).
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TRANSFORMERLESS POWER OVER ETHERNET SYSTEM

[0001] This application claims the benefit of the filing date of U.S. provisional application no. 60/691,133, filed on 06/16/05 as attorney docket no. Blaha 4-1-1-7-1, the teachings of which are incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0002] The current invention relates to communication networks capable of transmitting electrical power along with data, and more particularly, to systems and methods for the provision of electrical power in Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) systems.

Description of the Related Art

[0003] A Power-over-Ethernet system is an Ethernet network capable of transmitting both data and electrical power over twisted pair wires, such as category 5 cables. Ethernet is currently defined by the IEEE 802.3 standard, and PoE is currently defined by the IEEE 802.3af standard, both of which are incorporated herein by reference. Using PoE allows for the convenient delivery of electrical power to Ethernet client devices, such as Internet telephones or cameras, that may otherwise require more cumbersome powering arrangements in order to operate. PoE allows for the delivery of electrical power using the same cables that deliver Ethernet data.

[0004] FIG. 1 shows a simplified block diagram of conventional PoE system 100. PoE system 100 comprises power sourcing equipment (PSE) device 101, powered device (PD) 102, and unshielded twisted pair (UTP) category 5 cable 108. PSE device 101 comprises power supplies 105 and 106, PSE module 104, PHY module 103, and RJ45 interface 107. PD device 102 comprises PHY module 110, PD module 109, bridge circuit 111, signature circuit 112, and RJ45 interface 113. Cable 108 connects PSE device 101 to PD device 102. PoE system 100 is shown in FIG. 1 adapted to employ the PoE optional connection method called Alternative B, in which power is carried over the so-called spare pairs (wire pairs 4/5 and 7/8). The so-called spare pairs are used as spares in 10MBit and 100MBit Ethernet systems, and are used for data transmission in Gigabit (1000MBit) Ethernet systems. Using Alternative A (not shown), power is carried over the so-called data pairs (1/2 and 3/6) using so-called “phantom feeding.” The so-called data pairs are used for data transmission in all, i.e., 10MBit, 100MBit, and Gigabit, Ethernet systems. PSE device 101 selects the connection method to employ, and the PoE standard requires that PD device 102 be able to use either connection method. Thus, PD device 102 has additional components, not shown, known to one of ordinary skill in the art, as are needed to comply with the requirements of the PoE standard, including, for example, another bridge circuit, similar to bridge circuit 111, connected to the data pairs.
Power supply 105 provides a 48V DC signal to PSE module 104. PSE module 104 contains the PSE control circuitry and provides a 48V DC differential signal to the spare pairs of cable 108, in particular, a 48V DC signal to wires 7 and 8 of cable 108, and a ground signal to wires 4 and 5 of cable 108. These polarities may also be reversed without departing from the PoE standard. If PSE module 104 were providing power using Alternative A (not shown), then PSE module 104 would provide a 48V DC differential signal to the data pairs of cable 108. PHY module 103 is powered by power supply 106, which provides 2.5V DC. PHY module 103 functions as the physical layer interface between signals provided to/from RJ45 interface 107 and signals provided via path 103a. Path 103a provides a connection via a 4-pin serial Gigabit medium-independent interface (SGMII) to and from a device at a network layer higher than the physical layer, such as an Ethernet media access controller (MAC) (not shown). RJ45 interface 107 uses center-tapped transformers to allow the transmission of power from PSE module 104 and/or data to/from PHY module 103, while simultaneously maintaining electrical isolation across RJ45 interface 107.

Cable 108 transmits electrical power and data from PSE device 101 to PD device 102, as well as data from PD device 102 to PSE device 101. RJ45 interface 113, like RJ45 interface 107, uses center-tapped transformers, such as transformer 114, to allow the transmission of power while simultaneously maintaining electrical isolation across RJ45 interface 113. The signals on the spare pairs have a data component if, for example, PoE system 100 uses Gigabit Ethernet. The data component of a signal on a wire pair is transmitted through RJ45 interface 113 to/from PHY module 110, which transforms the data for/from transmission via 4-pin SGMII path 110a.

The DC signal component of the signal on the spare pairs goes to bridge circuit 111, which ensures that regardless of the polarity of the voltage on the spare pairs, the polarity of the voltage output by bridge circuit 111 is the same, i.e., that signal 111p provides the higher voltage (e.g., 48V) and signal 111m provides the lower voltage (e.g., ground). Signals 111p and 111m are provided to PD module 109 via PoE signature circuit 112. PoE signature circuit 112 contains circuitry used in performing PD signature functions such as detection and optional classification. If signature circuit 112, or its equivalent, is not present, and if PSE device 101 polls PD device 102, then no PD is detected, and PSE module 104 does not provide power. Optional classification indicates to PSE device 101 the expected power consumption of PD device 102 so that PSE module 104 can appropriately manage power requirements.

PD module 109 receives signals 111p and 111m and uses them to provide power to PHY module 110 as well as to other components of PD device 102 (not shown), while keeping PHY module 110 and the other components electrically isolated from DC signals 111p and 111m. PHY module 110 of PSE device 102 functions in substantially the same way as PHY module 103 of PSE device 101. In particular, PHY module 110 functions as the physical layer interface between signals provided to/from RJ45 interface 113 and signals provided via path 110a. Path 110a is a connection to an Ethernet MAC (not shown) via a 4-pin SGMII interface.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] In one embodiment, the invention is an apparatus comprising a first physical layer interface device, a cable interface, and at least one capacitor located in a signal path between the cable and the communication device. The first physical layer interface device is adapted to interface between a communication device and the cable, which is further adapted to interface with a second physical layer interface device, wherein the cable comprises one or more wire pairs, wherein each wire pair has a first wire and a second wire. The cable interface is adapted to connect between the first physical layer interface device and the cable. The cable interface comprises one or more DC signal devices, each having first and second inputs and an output, wherein the first and second wires of at least one wire pair are connected to the first and second inputs, respectively, of a corresponding DC signal device. Each DC signal device is adapted to extract or inject a DC component of a signal on the corresponding wire pair.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] Other aspects, features, and advantages of the present invention will become more fully apparent from the following detailed description, the appended drawings, and the accompanying drawings in which like reference numerals identify similar or identical elements.

[0011] FIG. 1 shows a simplified block diagram of of a prior-art PoE system.
[0012] FIG. 2 shows a simplified block diagram of a PoE system in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.
[0013] FIG. 3 shows a simplified block diagram of a PoE system in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention.
[0014] FIG. 4 shows a simplified block diagram of an alternative implementation of the PD device of FIG. 3.
[0015] FIG. 5 shows a simplified block diagram of a DC signal extraction device in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.
[0016] FIG. 6 shows a simplified block diagram of a DC signal extraction device in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0017] In one embodiment of the present invention, the transformers of RJ45 interface 113 in PD device 102 of FIG. 1 are replaced by high-voltage capacitors and DC signal extraction devices, thus making a transformerless PD device that employs a transformerless method of electrical isolation and power provision. The high-voltage capacitors provide electrical isolation, while the DC signal extraction devices extract the DC signal, if any, on a wire pair in cable 108.
FIG. 2 shows a simplified block diagram of PoE system 200 in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. Elements in PoE system 200 that are similar to elements in PoE system 100 of FIG. 1 have been similarly labeled, but with a different prefix. PoE system 200 comprises PSE device 201 connected via cable 208 to PD device 202. PSE device 201 comprises power supplies 205 and 206, PSE module 204, PHY module 203, and RJ45 interface 207. PSE device 201 functions in substantially the same way as PSE device 101 of FIG. 1. Cable 208 functions in substantially the same way as cable 108 of FIG. 1.

PD device 202 comprises PHY module 210, PD module 209, bridge circuit 211, signature circuit 212, and RJ45 interface 213. PHY module 210, PD module 209, bridge circuit 211, and signature circuit 212 function in substantially the same way as the corresponding components of PD device 102 of FIG. 1, as described above. Path 210a connects PHY module 210 to an Ethernet MAC (not shown) using a 4-pin SGMII interface. RJ45 interface 207 comprises four DC signal extraction devices (two shown), such as DC signal extraction devices 215 and 216. Each wire pair has its own DC signal extraction device, which has (i) two inputs, each connected to one of the wires of the wire pair, and (ii) one output, connected to an input of a bridge circuit. DC signal extraction device 215 has two inputs, one connected to wire 4 of cable 208, and the other connected to wire 5 of cable 208. DC signal extraction device 215 has one output, connected to bridge circuit 211 via path 216a. DC signal extraction device 216 has two inputs, one connected to wire 7 of cable 208, and the other connected to wire 8 of cable 208. DC signal extraction device 216 has one output, connected to bridge circuit 211 via path 216a.

Each wire pair is also intersected by a pair of capacitors, preferably high-voltage capacitors, such as ceramic chip capacitors, located between a corresponding DC extraction device and PHY module 210. The capacitors provide electrical isolation. Wires 4 and 5, for example, are intersected by capacitors 217 and 218, respectively. Together, DC signal extraction device 215 and capacitors 217 and 218 in PoE system 200 perform substantially the same functions as transformer 114 in PoE system 100. Those functions are extracting the DC signal, if any, in wire pair 4/5 for provision to bridge circuit 211, and transmitting the data signal, if any, in wire pair 4/5 to PHY module 210, while providing electrical isolation between cable 208 and PHY module 210. Each of the other wire pairs in RJ45 interface 213 is similarly connected to a DC signal extraction device and is intersected by a pair of capacitors located between the DC signal extraction device and PHY module 210.

FIG. 3 shows a simplified block diagram of PoE system 300 in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention. Elements in PoE system 200 that are similar to elements in PoE systems 100 and/or 200 have been similarly labeled, but with a different prefix. PoE system 300 is shown and described as adapted to use Alternative B, as were PoE systems 100 and 200. PoE system 300 comprises PSE device 301 connected via cable 308 to PD device 302. PSE device 301 comprises
power supplies 305 and 306, PSE module 304, PHY module 303, and RJ45 interface 307. PSE device 301 functions in substantially the same way as PSE devices 101 of FIG. 1 and 201 of FIG. 2. Cable 308 functions in substantially the same way as cables 108 of FIG. 1 and 208 of FIG. 2.

PD device 302 comprises PHY module 310, PD module 309, bridge circuit 311, signature circuit 312, RJ45 interface 313, Ethernet MAC 319, and isolation module 320. PHY module 310, PD module 309, bridge circuit 311, and signature circuit 312 function in substantially the same way as the corresponding components of PD devices 102 of FIG. 1 and 202 of FIG. 2, as described above. Path 310a connects PHY module 310 to MAC 319 using a 4-pin SGMII interface. RJ45 interface 313 comprises four DC signal extraction devices (two shown), such as DC signal extraction devices 315 and 316, which each function similarly to DC signal extraction devices 215 and 216, as described above. However, each wire pair is then connected to PHY module 310 without intervening capacitors, in contrast to the intersecting capacitors of PD device 202 of FIG. 2. Since PHY module 310 is adapted to generally handle high-voltage transients that may appear on cable 308, it can be connected to cable 308 without electrical isolation. The electrical isolation required for components connected to PHY module 310 can be provided on the other side, on path 310a, by isolation module 320. Isolation module 320 comprises capacitors 321, 322, 323, and 324, which are integrated into the 4 pins of the SGMII interface to MAC 319. PD device 302 uses fewer capacitors than PD device 202 of FIG. 2 and should thus cost less. Isolation module 320 provides electrical isolation between PHY module 310 and MAC 319.

FIG. 4 shows PD device 402 along with cable 408, in accordance with an alternative embodiment of the invention. This embodiment uses only 2 isolation capacitors and so may cost less than other described embodiments, but may also suffer from comparatively increased noise and, hence, reduced performance. Elements in PD device 402 that are similar to elements in PD devices 102, 202, and/or 302 have been similarly labeled, but with a different prefix. PD device 402 performs substantially the same functions as PD devices 102 of FIG. 1, 202 of FIG. 2, and 302 of FIG. 3. However, PD device 402 communicates with MAC 419 using a 2-pin SGMII interface, while PD devices 102, 202, and 302 use standard 4-pin SGMII interfaces. Cable 408 is similar to cables 108 of FIG. 1, 208 of FIG. 2, and 308 of FIG. 3. PD device 402 comprises PHY module 410, PD module 409, signature block 412, RJ45 interface 413, bridge circuits 411 and 427, isolation module 420, and Ethernet MAC 419. PD module 409, signature block 412, and RJ45 interface 413 function similarly to the corresponding components of PD device 302 of FIG. 3. Bridge circuits 411 and 427 function similarly to bridge circuits 111 of FIG. 1, 211 of FIG. 2, and 311 of FIG. 3.

RJ interface 413 comprises DC signal extraction devices 415, 425, 426, and 416, wherein each is similar to DC signal extraction devices 215 of FIG. 2 and 315 of FIG. 3. The DC signal extraction devices’ inputs and outputs are connected as shown in Table I, below.
TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DC Extraction Device</th>
<th>Input Wires</th>
<th>Output Signal</th>
<th>Bridge Circuit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>415</td>
<td>4 and 5</td>
<td>415a</td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425</td>
<td>1 and 2</td>
<td>425a</td>
<td>427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>426</td>
<td>3 and 6</td>
<td>426a</td>
<td>427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416</td>
<td>7 and 8</td>
<td>416a</td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0025] PHY module 410 is similar in form and function to PHY modules 110 of FIG. 1, 210 of FIG. 2, and 310 of FIG. 3. However PHY module 410 is programmed differently so as to be able to communicate with Ethernet MAC 419 using a 2-pin SGMII interface via path 410a. Ethernet MAC 419 also needs to be programmed to be able to communicate using a 2-pin SGMII interface, rather than a standard 4-pin SGMII interface. Isolation module 420 comprises capacitors 421 and 422, which are integrated into the 2 pins of the 2-pin SGMII interface to Ethernet MAC 419. Isolation module 420 provides electrical isolation between PHY module 410 and Ethernet MAC 419.

[0026] FIG. 5 shows a simplified block diagram of DC signal extraction device 501, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. DC signal extraction device 501 provides an implementation of DC signal extraction devices, such as devices 215 and 216 of FIG. 2, 315 and 316 of FIG. 3, and 415, 425, 426, and 416 of FIG. 4. DC signal extraction device 501 comprises two inductors, 502 and 503, both connected to output 501c. Inductor 502 is connected to input 501a and inductor 503 is connected to input 501b.

[0027] In DC signal extraction device 501, DC power comes through inductors 502 and 503 unimpeded, while their inductance blocks the AC waveform, i.e., the data, similar to the way that the inductance of a conventional center-tapped transformer conducts DC and blocks AC. DC signal extraction device 501, which uses two serially-connected inductors, may be less costly than a corresponding transformer, which uses two magnetically-coupled inductors.

[0028] FIG. 6 shows a simplified block diagram of DC signal extraction device 601, in accordance with an alternative embodiment of the present invention. DC signal extraction device 601 provides an implementation of DC signal extraction devices, such as devices 215 and 216 of FIG. 2, 315 and 316 of FIG. 3, and 415, 425, 426, and 416 of FIG. 4. DC signal extraction device 601 comprises two symmetrical sections connected together and to output 601c. The top section of DC signal extraction device 601 is connected to input 601a and comprises resistors 604 and 605, capacitor 606, and transistor 607. The bottom section of DC signal extraction device 601 mirrors the top section and is connected to input 601b and comprises resistor 608 and 609, capacitor 610, and transistor 611.

[0029] Input 601a is connected to a first end of resistor 604 and to the collector node of transistor 607. A second end of resistor 604 is connected to (i) a first end of resistor 605, (ii) a first end of
capacitor 606, and (iii) the base node of transistor 607. A second end of resistor 605 is connected to (i) output 601c, (ii) a second end of capacitor 606, (iii) the emitter node of transistor 607, (iv) a second end of resistor 609, (v) a second end of capacitor 610, and (vi) the emitter node of transistor 611. A first end of resistor 609 is connected to (i) a second end of resistor 608, (ii) a first end of capacitor 610, and (iii) the base node of transistor 611. Input 601b is connected to a first end of resistor 608 and to the collector node of transistor 611. DC signal extraction device 601 may be implemented as an integrated circuit (IC) or part of an IC, and may thus be less costly than a corresponding transformer.

[0030] In DC signal extraction device 601, transistors 607 and 611 are used to provide a low-impedance DC path to output 601c whereby power is extracted from the wire pair, via inputs 601a and 601b, for use by a PD device. Resistor ratios for resistors 604, 605, 608, and 609 are chosen which set the bias points of transistors 607 and 611 to provide acceptable DC losses while providing a sufficiently high cable termination impedance, at the data rate, for the PD application(s) of interest. Capacitors 606 and 610 are tuned to reject control from data signals on the wire pair and to respond at a rate of change commensurate with the power characteristics of the PD device.

[0031] In the same or another alternative embodiment, the transformers of RJ45 interface 207 in PSE device 201 of FIG. 2 are replaced by DC signal devices and capacitors so as to mirror the corresponding components of PD device 202, 302, or 402. The connections of DC signal devices and isolation capacitors in a PSE device would be similar to the connections of corresponding components in PD device 202, 302, or 402. However, the “outputs” would function as inputs and will be connected to a PSE module, such as PSE module 204, rather than to a bridge circuit, such as bridge circuit 211. The “inputs” would function as outputs and would continue to connect to the appropriate wire pairs. In this case, the DC signal devices function as DC signal injection devices that inject a DC offset voltage onto two wire pairs. As such, unless specifically limited, the term “DC signal device” should be interpreted to cover DC signal extraction devices that extract DC signals as well as DC signal injection devices that inject DC signals. The PSE device and PD device(s) in a single PoE can use any suitable means for DC signal extraction or injection and electrical isolation and do not all need to use the same means.

[0032] Embodiments of the present invention have been described as employing SGMII interfaces between PHY modules and MAC devices. However, any suitable serial interface may be used. Embodiments of the present invention have been described as employing RJ45 interfaces, however any suitable cable interfaces may be used. Embodiments of the present invention have been described as employing bipolar junction transistors, however any suitable transistors or transistor-like devices may be used.

[0033] The present invention may be implemented as circuit-based processes, including possible implementation as a single integrated circuit (such as an ASIC or an FPGA), a multi-chip module, a single card, or a multi-card circuit pack. As would be apparent to one skilled in the art, various
functions of circuit elements may also be implemented as processing blocks in a software program. Such software may be employed in, for example, a digital signal processor, micro-controller, or general-purpose computer.

[0034] The present invention can be embodied in the form of methods and apparatuses for practicing those methods. The present invention can also be embodied in the form of program code embodied in tangible media, such as magnetic recording media, optical recording media, solid state memory, floppy diskettes, CD-ROMs, hard drives, or any other machine-readable storage medium, wherein, when the program code is loaded into and executed by a machine, such as a computer, the machine becomes an apparatus for practicing the invention. The present invention can also be embodied in the form of program code, for example, whether stored in a storage medium, loaded into and/or executed by a machine, or transmitted over some transmission medium or carrier, such as over electrical wiring or cabling, through fiber optics, or via electromagnetic radiation, wherein, when the program code is loaded into and executed by a machine, such as a computer, the machine becomes an apparatus for practicing the invention. When implemented on a general-purpose processor, the program code segments combine with the processor to provide a unique device that operates analogously to specific logic circuits.

[0035] Unless explicitly stated otherwise, each numerical value and range should be interpreted as being approximate as if the word "about" or "approximately" preceded the value of the value or range. As used in this application, unless otherwise explicitly indicated, the term "connected" is intended to cover both direct and indirect connections between elements.

[0036] It will be further understood that various changes in the details, materials, and arrangements of the parts which have been described and illustrated in order to explain the nature of this invention may be made by those skilled in the art without departing from the scope of the invention as expressed in the following claims.

[0037] The use of figure numbers and/or figure reference labels in the claims is intended to identify one or more possible embodiments of the claimed subject matter in order to facilitate the interpretation of the claims. Such use is not to be construed as necessarily limiting the scope of those claims to the embodiments shown in the corresponding figures.

[0038] Although the elements in the following method claims, if any, are recited in a particular sequence with corresponding labeling, unless the claim recitations otherwise imply a particular sequence for implementing some or all of those elements, those elements are not necessarily intended to be limited to being implemented in that particular sequence. Likewise, additional steps may be included in such methods, and certain steps may be omitted or combined, in methods consistent with various embodiments of the present invention.

[0039] Reference herein to "one embodiment" or "an embodiment" means that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the embodiment can be included in at least one embodiment of the invention. The appearances of the phrase "in one embodiment" in
various places in the specification are not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment, nor are separate or alternative embodiments necessarily mutually exclusive of other embodiments. The same applies to the term "implementation."
CLAIMS

We claim:

1. Apparatus comprising:
   a first physical layer interface device (e.g., 210, 310, 410) adapted to interface between a communication device (e.g., 319, 419) and a cable (e.g., 208, 308, 408) further adapted to interface with a second physical layer interface device (e.g., 203, 303), wherein the cable comprises one or more wire pairs, wherein each wire pair has a first wire and a second wire;
   a cable interface (e.g., 213, 313, 413) adapted to connect between the first physical layer interface device and the cable, the cable interface comprising one or more DC signal devices (e.g., 215, 216, 315, 316, 415, 425, 426, 416), each having first and second inputs (e.g., 501a and 501b, 601a and 601b) and an output (e.g., 501c, 601c), wherein:
      the first and second wires of at least one wire pair are connected to the first and second inputs, respectively, of a corresponding DC signal device; and
      each DC signal device is adapted to extract or inject a DC component of a signal on the corresponding wire pair; and
      at least one capacitor located in a signal path between the cable and the communication device.

2. The invention of claim 1, wherein the at least one capacitor is located between a corresponding DC signal device and the first physical layer interface device.

3. The invention of claim 1, wherein each signal path between the cable and the first physical interface device includes a capacitor located between a corresponding DC signal device and the first physical layer interface device.

4. The invention of claim 1, wherein the at least one capacitor is located between the first physical layer interface device and the communication device.

5. The invention of claim 1, wherein each signal path between the first physical layer interface device and the communication device includes a capacitor.

6. The invention of claim 1, wherein the apparatus is adapted to operate in an Ethernet network.

7. The invention of claim 6, wherein:
   the apparatus is adapted to operate in a Power-over-Ethernet network comprising power sourcing equipment (PSE) (e.g., 201, 301) and a powered device (PD) (e.g., 202, 302, 402);
   the PD is adapted to be powered by the PSE via the cable; and
   the cable is adapted to transmit a data signal between the PSE and the PD.
8. The invention of claim 7, wherein:
   the apparatus is located within the PD;
   each DC signal device is a DC signal extraction device adapted to extract the DC component of
   the signal on the corresponding wire pair; and
   the second physical layer interface device is located within the PSE.

9. The invention of claim 8, wherein:
   the apparatus comprises at least two DC signal extraction devices;
   the PD further comprises a bridge circuit (e.g., 211, 311, 411, 427) having two inputs and two
   outputs;
   the inputs of the bridge circuit are connected to two DC signal extraction devices; and
   the outputs of the bridge circuit provide a DC power signal for powering the PD.

10. The invention of claim 1, wherein the at least one capacitor is adapted to support electrical
     isolation between the cable and the communication device.

11. The invention of claim 1, wherein:
    at least one DC signal device is a DC signal extraction device adapted to extract the DC
    component of the signal on the corresponding wire pair; and
    the apparatus is part of a powered device that is adapted to be powered by the extracted DC
    component.

12. The invention of claim 1, wherein the path from the communication device to the cable is
     transformerless.

13. The invention of claim 1, wherein each DC signal device comprises a first section (e.g., 502, 604-
     607) having first and second ends and a second section (e.g., 503, 608-611), symmetrical to the first
     section, and having first and second ends, wherein:
     the first end of the first section is connected to the first input;
     the first end of the second section is connected to second input; and
     the second end of the first section is connected to the second end of the second section and to the
     output.

14. The invention of claim 13, wherein each section comprises an inductor (e.g., 502, 503) connected
     between the first end and the second end.
15. The invention of claim 13, wherein each section comprises:
   first and second resistors (e.g., 604/605, 608/609) each having first and second ends;
   a capacitor (e.g., 606, 610) having first and second ends; and
   a transistor (e.g., 607, 611) having a collector node, an emitter node, and a base node, wherein:
   the first input is connected to the first end of the first resistor and the collector node of the
   transistor;
   the second end of the first resistor is connected to the first end of the of the second resistor,
   the first end of the capacitor, and the base node of the transistor; and
   the second end of the second resistor is connected to the output, the second end of the
   capacitor, and the emitter node of the transistor.

16. The invention of claim 1, wherein each capacitor is a ceramic chip capacitor.

17. The invention of claim 1, wherein the communication device is a media access controller (MAC).

18. A powered device (PD), comprising:
   a first physical layer interface device (e.g., 210, 310, 410) adapted to interface between a
   communication device (e.g., 319, 419) and a cable (e.g., 208, 308, 408) further adapted to interface
   with a second physical layer interface device (e.g., 203, 303);
   a cable interface (e.g., 213, 313, 413) adapted to connect between the first physical layer interface
   device and the cable, the cable interface comprising one or more DC signal extraction devices (e.g.,
   215, 216, 315, 316, 415, 425, 426, 416), each having first and second inputs (e.g., 501a and 501b,
   601a and 601b) and an output (e.g., 501c, 601c), wherein:
   the cable comprises one or more wire pairs, wherein each wire pair has a first wire and a
   second wire;
   the first and second wires of at least one wire pair are connected to the first and second
   inputs, respectively, of a corresponding DC signal extraction device; and
   each DC signal extraction device is adapted to extract a DC component of a signal on the
   corresponding wire pair;
   at least one capacitor located on a signal path between the cable and the communication device;
   and
   additional PD circuitry adapted to be powered by the extracted DC component.

19. A system comprising power sourcing equipment (PSE) (e.g., 201, 301) connected via a cable
   (e.g., 208, 308, 408) to a powered device (PD) (e.g., 202, 302, 402), wherein:
   the PD comprises:
   a communication device (e.g., 319, 419);
a first physical layer interface device (e.g., 210, 310, 410) adapted to interface between the communication device and the cable, wherein the cable comprises one or more wire pairs, wherein each wire pair has a first wire and a second wire;

  a cable interface (e.g., 213, 313, 413) adapted to connect between the first physical layer interface device and the cable, the cable interface comprising one or more DC signal extraction devices (e.g., 215, 216, 315, 316, 415, 425, 426, 416), each having first and second inputs (e.g., 501a and 501b, 601a and 601b) and an output (e.g., 501c, 601c), wherein the first and second wires of at least one wire pair are connected to the first and second inputs, respectively, of a corresponding DC signal extraction device, and each DC signal extraction device is adapted to extract a DC component of a signal on the corresponding wire pair for powering the PD; and

  at least one capacitor located on a signal path between the cable and the communication device.

20. A transformerless method for providing DC power to and supporting electrical isolation for a powered device (PD) connected to power sourcing equipment (PSE) via a cable, the method comprising:

  supporting electrical isolation between the communication device and the cable using a capacitor for each transformerless signal path between the cable and the communication device; and

  extracting a DC component of a signal on the corresponding wire pair, without using a transformer, for powering the PD.
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